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John Anthony Burgess Wilson, FRSL (/ Ëˆ b ÉœË•r dÊ’ É™ s /; 25 February 1917 â€“ 22 November 1993),
who published under the name Anthony Burgess, was an English writer and composer.. Although Burgess
was predominantly a comic writer, his dystopian satire A Clockwork Orange remains his best-known novel. In
1971, it was adapted into a highly controversial film by Stanley Kubrick, which Burgess ...
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Transforming media into collaborative spaces with video, voice, and text commenting.
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Harold Adrian Russell "Kim" Philby (1 January 1912 â€“ 11 May 1988) was a high-ranking member of British
intelligence who worked as a double agent before defecting to the Soviet Union in 1963. He served as both
an NKVD and KGB operative.. In 1963, Philby was revealed to be a member of the spy ring now known as
the Cambridge Five, the other members of which were Donald Maclean, Guy Burgess ...
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Biography of John Owen (1616-1683): John Owen (1616-1683), theologian, was born of Puritan parents at
Stadham in Oxfordshire in 1616. At twelve years of age he was admitted at Queenâ€™s College, Oxford,
where he took his B.A. degree in 1632 and M.A. in 1635.
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Laranja MecÃ¢nica (A Clockwork Orange) Ã© um filme de crime distÃ³pico americano-britÃ¢nico de 1971,
adaptado, produzido e dirigido por Stanley Kubrick, baseado no romance de 1962 do mesmo nome por
Anthony Burgess.Emprega imagens violentas e perturbadoras para comentar sobre a psiquiatria,
delinquÃªncia juvenil, gangues de jovens, e outros assuntos sociais, polÃ-ticos e econÃ´micos em uma ...
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Academy of Social Sciences ASS The United Kingdom Association of Learned Societies in the Social
Sciences formed in 1982 gave rise to the Academy of Learned Societies for the Social Sciences incorporated
24.9.1999, which became the Academy of Social Sciences on 5.7.2007. ASS 15.12.2000 Commission on the
Social Sciences Notes from the meeting on 15.12.2000 by Ron Johnston.
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